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Warrior+Plus Affiliate Goldmine Make A Ton of Money Promoting Other Warriors WSOs PERSONAL

USE RIGHTS ONLY! Make Money From Other Warriors WSOs...Starting TODAY! The WSO forum is

massively popular...Theres not another place on the internet where you get so many eager eyeballs in

one place, ready to buy when an offer catches their attention. Since Warrior+Plus went live a few months

ago affiliates are now able to promote WSOs. The WSO Forum Is THE Place To Be For Savvy Affiliates!

Many of these affiliates are now making a killing promoting other peoples WSOs... folks know the Warrior

Forum is a great place to buy quality products at unbelievably low prices. Where else can you find

products to promote that convert at a staggering 22!!! I have a fairly small list in the internet marketing

niche but only last week I made $139.00 from promoting just one WSO! Total work time 30 minutes! And

just over a month ago I made a nice healthy return from only one email promoting another WSO... Total

work time 15 minutes! Isnt It About Time You Got Your Share? Maybe youve heard you can promote

WSOs but you dont know how or where to start? Maybe youve signed up to Warrior +Plus but you
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struggle to understand and interpret the stats, how to navigate around the site AND most importantly...

select the right offers to promote. Well theres no need to be left out in the cold any longer because weve

created the Warrior+Plus Affiliate Goldmine Video Training Series especially for you. Heres Just Some Of

What Youll Discover If You Say YES Today... Video 1 - Introduction to Warrior +Plus (running time 2:32)

Discover the many powerful features available to you inside Warrior +Plus and how VALUABLE theyll be

for your marketing efforts. How to EASILY navigate around the Warrior +Plus site and get the essential

information you need. Video 2 - Signing up as a Warrior +Plus Affiliate (running time 2:56) The Number 1

reason why many internet marketers promote WSOs and why YOU should to. A WALKTHROUGH of how

to register your Warrior+Plus account so you can get set-up in no time at all. How to sign-up as a

Warrior+Plus affiliate... get instant access to very POWERFUL information so you can get started

promoting WSOs and making instant paypal commissions. Video 3 - Identifying Instant Commission

WSOs (running time 4:02) How to use the WSO forum to identify instant commission WSOs that you can

promote using Warrior+Plus. How to QUICKLY find WSOs that pay a higher commission percentage so

you make even more money. How to discover the refund rate percentage for WSOs so you can see AT A

GLANCE the quality WSOs from the inferior ones. How to get access to WSOs from inside Warrior+Plus

so you can instantly check out the WSO sales page and see if its one youd like to promote. Video 4 -

Getting your affiliate link (running time 4:46) The FASTEST way to locate the WSO youd like to promote

inside Warrior +Plus. One step you should never overlook before requesting permission to promote a

WSO else you may be declined approval and miss out on the opportunity. View ALL of the WSO offers

that you have been approved for so you can GRAB your affiliate links and start making instant paypal

commissions. The quickest and easiest way to cloak your affiliate link and PREVENT your commissions

being stolen by other marketers. Video 5 - Comparing WSOs (running time 7:10) Get a CLEAR

understanding of how to interpret the statistics inside Warrior +Plus so you can use them to your

advantage. A COMPLETE breakdown of how to separate the successful WSOs from those that have

flopped... this information is extremely VALUABLE when choosing WSOs to promote. Why WSOs offering

0 commissions could still be awesome offers for you to promote. The two most IMPORTANT statistics

you need to compare so you can easily calculate how much money you can make from promoting a

WSO. The last thing we recommend you do before deciding to promote a WSO... miss this and your

subscribers and marketing friends could get VERY upset with you... do this and the amount of people that



buy through your affiliate links will dramatically INCREASE. Video 6 - Checking your WSO affiliate

statistics (running time 3:29) How to navigate inside the affiliate area so you can extract the KEY

INFORMATION you need to discover how well your WSO promotions are doing. Why the QUANTITY of

sales made is not always a good indicator of the popularity of a WSO. Why you should regularly monitor

your affiliate stats and why if you dont you could miss out on some revealing information. As you can see

for yourself, these videos are crammed with actionable no-fluff content... guaranteed to give you all the

ESSENTIAL information you need for selecting and promoting other warriors WSOs... and make some

nice money in the process! ___________________________ Visit My Store For More Deals!!!

ebooksheaven.tradebit.com ____________________________
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